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Abstract
This paper presents high speed 1550 nm indium gallium arsenide 
(InGaAs) based mesa-type modified uni-traveling carrier 
photodiodes (M-UTC-PD). Conventional UTC-PD are P-I-N type 
photodiode which selectively uses electrons as active carriers, 
photons absorbed in the relatively thin P-type absorber create 
minority carriers which are field accelerated toward a depleted 
collector thereby establishing high velocity ballistic transport, 
making these structures applicable toward high speed applications. 
The M-UTC-PD presented uses a multi-layer N--i-N+ epi design that  
includes top N--type doped layers an InGaAs intrinsic layer grown 
on highly doped N-type collector layers all on a N-type  InP 
substrate. The device design features spatially tailored P-type 
absorber regions within the N- layers to limit current flow to annular 
regions within the mesa-structure. The spatially tailored P-type 
regions are defined by closed ampoule Zinc diffusion guard bands.  
The Zinc diffused guard bands are designed to reduce both the 
capacitance and dark current over conventional mesa-type device.

Introduction
• Ballistic Transport is needed for superior photoresponse 

performance due to having electrons travel at high speeds in a 
given medium without scattering or colliding with other 
electrons.

• Dark Current is the small electrical current that is present in a 
photodiode when no light is incident on the device. 
○ By separating P-type regions with Zinc diffused guard bands 

there will be a physical blocker of electron flows that should 
reduce dark current

• Spacing between the Zinc diffused guards reduce the overall 
area and thus reduce the capacitance ( C = εA/d ) which will 
shorten the time it takes to charge up.

Why Uni-traveling Carrier Photodiode?

Design & Methods of Multi-Layer N–i–N+ Epi Design
● Combination of dark and light field masks during fabrication to open up areas for zinc diffusion, P-type regions, oxide and metal contacts. 
● Zinc diffused guard bands will be a physical barrier that will try to prevent reverse biased leakage due to the random generation of electrons 

and holes within the depletion region of the device. 
○ Will help define the mesa structure 

● Device will be thinned and polished to 125 microns and be back illuminated for light to reach the absorber layer.
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Fig 1 PIN Photodiode Structure
Fig 2 Band Diagram of UTC-PD

● UTC-PDs provide a much higher output without losing 
bandwidth. 

● Only diffusion of photogenerated electrons in the space 
charge zone resulting in performance in speed and power 
handling than the conventional PIN photodiodes


